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CAHSS Social 
Justice Colloquium: 
Skid Row Refuge

Story by Daniel Gallo
Illustration by Malia Savella

Guest speaker Cindy I-Fen Cheng explored her 
research in refugee resettlement at the World 
Theater, presented by The 25th Annual Social Justice 
Colloquium on March 11.  

Cheng is a historian at the University of Wisconsin, 
and her work examines the displacement of 
Salvadoran immigrants seeking asylum. 

The discussion began with the Reagan administration 
and the initiative to alter the public understanding of 
Cold War events, masking their involvement in the 
Salvadoran Civil War.  

The U.S. refused to recognize the people of El 
Salvador as refugees, contributing to the homeless 
crisis. Cheng emphasized that U.S. Cold War policies 
increased the rate of urban poverty. 

Reagan's management prioritized foreign policy 
and prevented the spread of communism over 
humanitarian concerns, labeling reports of human 
rights violations as unreliable. 

Cheng explained the federal government limited 
admittance into the country through legal barriers 
constructed to keep Latin Americans out of the 
country.  

If immigration officials concluded an applicant did 
not face imminent political prosecution, they were 
left with two limited options - allotted refuge quota 
or political asylum. 

Cheng illustrated these extreme constraints, sharing 
that fewer than 300 Latin Americans gained 
acceptance as refugees. The organization of the 
admission process concealed America's influence in 
the displacement of immigrants. 

Salvadorans that found themselves in the U.S. 
became a means to an end, a transnational labor pool 
of undocumented workers with no guaranteed rights 
or civil liberties. 

"You're learning not just 
to read history. You're 

writing history."

After her presentation, Cheng shared her reading 
tactics with students, her approach to studying 
primary sources that oppose immigration, 
deconstructing events with critical thinking, and 
reading against the grain. 

"You're learning not just to read history," Cheng said. 
"You're writing history." 

Having the opportunity to create and influence the 
understanding of immigration is an empowering skill. 
Cheng calls it the historian's craft, producing culture 
and reinterpreting memory. 
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Editorial 
Policy The case of the 

stolen catalytic 
converters 

Story by Bryan Chavez
Illustration by Malia Savella

The Wildlife Conservation Student Society held a 
guest lecture with Dawood Qureshi, a queer, freelance 
journalist, wildlife filmmaker, ambassador for the 
Bumblebee Conservation Trust, and TV researcher for the 
BBC Natural History unit on Friday, March 10. 

Qureshi received a bachelor’s of science in marine 
biology at the University of Portsmouth and now is using 
her degree to communicate her passion for wildlife and 
nature conservation with others in hopes of making the 
information more accessible to those interested. 

As an engagement officer for the youth-led nature 
organization A Focus on Nature, Qureshi wants to show 
people that despite what others might tell them, to be 
yourself is to be a better scientist and ecologist. 

She explained discrimation and bias is a big issue in this 
field of work and young people may feel a lot of imposter 
syndrome because the scientists they see in the field don’t 
look or act anything like them. 

Wildlife Conservation 
Society hosts 
Dawood Qureshi

Despite this, Qureshi stresses that when someone 
shows their differences and understands their strengths 
and who they are, they can get further in their careers 
than people who try to pander and stay in a box. She 
explained, someone who knows how to ask questions 
and understands the fundamental chaos to personal 
progress is someone who is a well-rounded scientist 
that has passions and understanding. 

One of Qureshi’s purposes aligns with that of the 
Wildlife Conservation Student Society, which 
is “to take a community-based approach towards 
conservation of species location to California 
and Monterey Bay, while also focusing on global 
conservation through education.”

She hopes “to create an inclusive and engaging 
space for members to explore and get involved with 
the conservation of local wildlife [and] to take a 
philanthropic approach by raising awareness for 
conservation organization efforts by connecting 
students to stewardships and volunteer opportunities.”

The Wildlife Conservation Student Society also 
announced their elections for chair positions for next 
semester. Applications are due Friday, May 18 by 
midnight. Registered members of the club can apply 
for a chair position at https://docs.google.com/forms/d/
e/1FAIpQLSdX1iet_O3rm20DAJSiV4tKe0yd5HaAC-
UoxeVmzshcNOtxFg/viewform. 

Story by Estrella McDaniel

There have been multiple incidents of stolen catalytic 
converters - a crucial part of Toyota Prius cars - near 
and on the California State University, Monterey Bay 
(CSUMB) campus. 

CSUMB Police Sergeant Yvonne Gordon said the 
cause of these thefts is because “the recent spike 
of value in rhodium, which is a metal used in the 
manufacture of them, has skyrocketed in the last 
couple of years. Therefore, the theft and resale/
recycling of converters can result in a very lucrative 
payoff.”

The high-price of the car part has resulted in multiple 
thefts. Unfortunately, the part can be stolen relatively 
fast, with the average time to take it being four minutes, 
but it can take as little as roughly a minute and thirty 
seconds to remove it from the vehicle. 

Catalytic convertor thieves often target unattended 
vehicles, as it is easier to steal the part.

The CSUMB police department is actively working to 
catch the thieves, and Gordon went into detail on the 
process they are taking to ensure the thieves are caught.

“The police will initiate an investigation. This means 
a theft report will be written to document the details 
of any evidence collected, including items left behind, 
security camera footage, and scene photos,” Gordon 
said. 

Thanks to this process, they have already been able to 
catch one thief and are wrapping up the case.

“Based on the above collaborative efforts between 
Peninsula agencies and security camera footage, the 
suspects responsible for the theft have been identified, 
and the case is being forwarded to the District 
Attorney’s Office for the prosecution phase,” Gordon 
said. 

Although this specific case has been solved, numerous 
others are still being investigated.

“In regards to ending the problem, it is bigger than just 
our university police department and our community. It 
will require the cooperation of automakers, legislators, 
prosecutors, law enforcement, and the public,” Gordon 
said. 

It’s going to take help from everyone in order to fix 
this problem and make sure it doesn’t happen again to 
others. 

“The police department is contacting campus partners 
in an effort to organize a program to offer our students, 
staff, and faculty members as well as our East Campus 
community residents the opportunity to have their 
catalytic converters marked with an identification 
number so that if it is stolen the District Attorney can 
prosecute the case,” Gordon said. 

There is still more to be done, but the police 
department is working to avoid future incidents and 
ensure everyone on campus is safe. 
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Otters celebrate 
International Womxn's 
Day with AsianBossGirl
Story by Maxwelle Tartaglia

The Otter Cross-Cultural Center (OC3) and the Otter 
Student Union hosted a virtual event on Monday, March 
7, to celebrate International Womxn's Day. The event 
featured a moderated panel and Q&A section with the 
hosts of the well-known podcast, AsianBossGirl (ABG). 

The event was emceed by OC3’s student coordinator, 
Valerie Ordonez, who introduced the panel and 
championed the questioning. 

International Womxn's Day Celebration is dedicated 
to uplifting women and honoring their achievements 
towards gender equity, feminist practices, and 
intersectional approaches to their work. 

AsianBossGirl began as a podcast in 2017 and has since 
expanded into a multimedia company.

AsianBossGirl started between three friends balancing 
corporate careers in finance, technology, & media. On 
the podcast, hosts Janet Wang, Melody Cheng, and Helen 
Wu discuss their experiences as Asian American women 
working, dating, and living in LA.

Unfortunately, Helen Wu could not attend the virtual 
event as she is on maternity leave. 

Wang answered her questions from an Asian American 
woman who grew up in a predominantly white area, 
which caused her to struggle with feeling like an 

“outsider” while growing up. 

It wasn't until later in life that Wang felt genuinely 
connected with her cultural identity. 

“I think a lot of my development was glossed over until 
I got to college,” Wang said. “It wasn’t until later, with 
AsianBossGirl and meeting Mel and Helen, that I was 
blessed with the opportunity to really celebrate my 
culture and to think deeply about how my culture plays 
into who I am as a person, my traits, my habits, my 
values, and my character. ” 

Cheng offered a different perspective, stating that she 
never really questioned her identity growing up because 
of her strong Asian American upbringing.  

Ordonez asked the hosts a series of questions about 
their success stories and how they stay undeterred when 
pursuing their passion projects.

One piece of advice that the hosts recommended was 
getting comfortable with the concept of pivoting from 
one idea to the next. 

“The one thing we do a lot is pivot,” Cheng answered. “At 
ABG, we’re always working on a lot of projects, and 
we’ve been pivoting so much, and I will say that it sucks 
when your expectations don’t get met, but try not to take 
things so personally. Learn to take what you did right and 
learn from what you did wrong and then move on to the 
next thing, because the longer you linger on this negative 
feeling; you are not solving anything.” 

Wang also credits her ability to stay focused on her goals 
to her fellow co-founders.

“There were so many points where we hit roadblocks 
when first starting the podcast, but what set ABG apart 
from other passion projects I have been a part of is 100% 
the fact that I had Mel and Helen because of the team 
and accountability they provided,” Wang said. “We know 
that we are relying on each other, so we are always going 
to keep going and be persistent. We do not stop; we just 
change and keep going.”

A prominent concept coined in the ABG podcast is the 
term “The Gray Zone,” which refers to an unpredictable 
time in your life that you feel you aren't “prepared” for, 
such as post-graduate school. 

Ordonez asked for advice on how a person should 
navigate this confusing and challenging time.

“One thing I had to learn how to do was surrender to this 
time and know that this time will not be forever,” said 
Cheng. “Each time you go through it, it gets easier. Teach 
yourself how to console yourself through self-reflection 
and journaling and also try to find some foundational 
activities to set your day.”

Wang explained that she is entering a new mindset 
of growth and forgiveness at her current age. She 
encourages people going through their own Gray Zone to 
use it as an opportunity for growth.

“Each period of transition is an opportunity to learn more 
about yourself, but only if you do the self-work and do 
the self-reflecting on why you’re making the changes 
that you are,” Wang said.  “The more you go through life 
transitions, the more you’ll learn to trust yourself.”

The second half of the event was opened to the audience 
in a Q&A moderated by Cultural Engagement Student 
Coordinator Karla Garcia. 

Audience members asked for advice on starting their own 
podcast and staying motivated.

“I would say just to do it,” said Wang. “I would say it 
depends on your personality, but it is helpful to get other 
people to join in versus just going at it solo. Nowadays, 
podcasting is so available for everyone, so just try it.”

Both Cheng and Wang journal regularly to build 
confidence and stay motivated towards their goals 
and recommend that others try journaling to remain 
disciplined within their plans. 

The OC3 closed the event by reminding students 
of upcoming events. Look out for OC3’s Herstory 
Adventure on March 14 and their forthcoming Social 
Justice Dialogue on March 17. 

For more about OC3’s upcoming events, visit: https://
csumb.edu/oc3/
For more about the ABG podcast, visit: https://www.
asianbossgirl.com/ 

DJs battle for Otterlands 
opening act
Story by Bryan Chavez
Photos courtesy of Fernando

On Friday, March 11, Associated Students (AS) hosted the Battle of the DJ’s in 
the Otter Student Union ballroom. Three student DJs, Bootleg B, Fernando, and 
Nandointhebando, competed for the chance to win $100 and to play as the opening 
act for Otterlands in April. 

In the past, AS has been known for putting on another annual DJ event, 
Winterlands, at the start of the Spring semester. With the last one being held back 
in 2019, it was a great revival for older students and something new for younger 
students. This year, they took a new approach to the event by putting more 
emphasis on the competition element. 

Each performer had a 15-minute set. By the end of the sets, students went to vote 
for the winner via Instagram polls. The winner of the night was Fernando, who 
performed a 10-minute ‘victory lap’ set to close the night. 

Students can follow the DJ’s on instagram at @bootleg_b_, @nandointhebando 
and @heminando. 

Top - DJs Nandointhebando, Fernando and Bootleg B pose for a photo with Monte during the Battle of 
the DJs on March 11.

Left - CSUMB students dance to DJ Fernando during his 15-minute set on the March 11 Battle of the DJs.
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The Otters take on The 
Broncos Sunday afternoon
Story by Victoria White
Photo courtesy of Mak Webber

The California State University, Monterey Bay 
(CSUMB) Otters baseball faced off against the Cal Poly 
Pomona Broncos on Sunday, March 13. 

The Otters started the first inning off strong with 
pitcher Nick Bouillerce (#24) getting three outs in 
the first five minutes of the game. The Otters carried 
the momentum into the bottom of the first with Chase 
Lindemann (#9) hitting a single and making it safely to 
base. Unfortunately, Lindemann didn’t make it safely to 
second base when his teammate Brady Miguel (#3) hit 
a single and made it safely to first. 

JJ Engman (#11) was up to bat next for the Otters, he 
hit a single, allowing Miguel to advance to second. 
However Engman was out at base, leading the game 
into the top of the second inning. 

Cesar Lopez (#5) started at bat for the Broncos, sending 
a hit out to infield, however he was out at first base. His 
teammate Ricky Nuñez (#21) singled out to left field 
and was able to make it to base. Nick Lugo (#22) was 
able to advance on fielders choice but Nuñez (#21) was 
out at second to the Otters shortstop. 

AJ Nimeh (#37) singled out to right field and reached 
first base safely along with his teammate Lugo who 
made it safely to third. Unfortunately, Tyler Chaffee 
(#34) grounded out to CSUMB’s pitcher Bouillerce, 
sending the game into the bottom of the second inning. 

Jason Ajamain (#27) started the bottom of the second 
inning for CSUMB, he hit a single but didn’t make it 
safely to base. Jacob Martin (#23) was up to bat next 
with the same result. Chris Rubottom (#22) stepped 
up to bat next, hit a single, and made it safely to base. 
Nico Hartojo (#9) came to bat next hoping to continue 
his teammates momentum, but unfortunately it didn’t 
last. Hartojo hit a single but it was easily caught by the 
Broncos right fielder. 

Up to bat first for the Broncos at the top of the third 
was Luke Watson (#14), who hit a single out to right 
field and was caught by CSUMB’s Kyle Guerra (#7). 
Jacob Lopez (#31) was up again for the Broncos but 
was unable to make it safely to base. Johnny Papas 
(#2) was up next for Cal Poly. Papas hit a double put to 
center field and made it safely to second base. 

With two outs on the board, his teammate Ryon 
Knowles (#3) stepped up to bat next. After four balls 
from Otters pitcher Bouillerce, Knowles advanced to 
first. Lopez was hit by a wild pitch and walked to first 
base. Knowles advanced to second and Papas advanced 
to third. With the bases loaded, Nuñez fouled out at 
first base, sending the game into the bottom of the third 
inning, with the score still 0-0. 

Leading off for CSUMB at the bottom of the third 
was Guerra. Guerra hit a double out to center field and 
narrowly made it to first base safely. Broncos pitcher 
Noel Soto (#24) threw a fastball to Hunter Harris (#13) 
who bunted it, but did not make it safely to base. Harris 
allowed his teammate Guerra to make it to third. 

Lindemann continued the momentum, hitting a single, 
which allowed both him and Guerra to advance. 
Lindemann made it to first and Guerra reached home 
to score for the Otters. Miguel stepped up to bat next. 
Lindemann managed to sneak forward and steal second. 
With Miguel still at bat, Soto pitched his fourth ball 
which let Miguel advance to first. Ajamain hit out to 
center field but unfortunately was knocked out, leading 
into the fourth inning. 

Lugo started at bat for the Broncos and after a series 
of balls thrown by CSUMB’s pitcher Bouillerce, Lugo 
walked to first base. His teammate Nimeh stepped up to 
bat next and produced the same result, walking to first 
base and allowing Lugo to advance to second. 

Chaffe stepped up to bat for Cal Poly, and bunted it, 
but did not make it to first base safely, adding an out to 
the board. Lopez singled up middle allowing both his 
teammates Nimeh and Lugo to make it home and score 
for the Broncos. 

Martin stepped up to bat first for the Otters. Martin hit 
a single out to right field but didn’t make it to base. His 
teammate Rubottom was up next with the same result. 
Niko Hartojo (#8) stepped up to bat next, hoping to 
make base but unfortunately had the same result as 
Rubottom and Martin. With 3 outs on the board, the 
game advanced into the fifth inning.

The top of the fifth started with Knowles batting for the 
Broncos. Knowles hit a double out to right field and 
made it to base safely, adding pressure on his teammate 
Cesar Lopez (#5) to not strike out. Lopez didn’t 
disappoint, hitting out to right field, allowing Knowles 
to advance to third base, however Lopez was unable to 
make it to base safely, getting knocked out by Engman.

Nuñez advanced to first off of a defensive error made 
by the Otters, allowing Knowles to score. Up to bat 
next for the Broncos was Nimeh. Nimeh hit a single 
out to left center and made it safely to base along 
with his teammate Nuñez who claimed third, skipping 
second base. Chaffee was up next, but was struck out, 
advancing the game into the bottom of the fifth inning. 

The bottom of the fifth started with Guerra at bat 
for the Otters, who grounded out at second base. He 
was followed by Harris who was struck out looking. 
Next up was Lindemann, who unfortunately had his 
teammates' luck and was grounded out to the pitcher. 

The top of the sixth featured a pitching change for the 
Otters, with Colby Harrison (#5) replacing Bouillerce 
on the pitcher's mound. 

The next scoring opportunity came in the bottom of 
the eighth inning. CSUMB’s Guerra walked to first 
base after Soto pitched four balls. Cooper Smith (#17) 
replaced Harris in the batting lineup. 

After a pitcher change by the Broncos, with Matt 
Orozco (#13) replacing Soto, Guerra stole second 
base. Smith walked to first base after another set of 
balls were thrown by Orozco. Linemann stepped up to 
bat next and singled up the middle, advancing to first 
base. Smith advanced to second and Guerra advanced 
to third. 

With the bases loaded, Miguel reached first base on a 
fielder’s choice. Lindemann advanced to second and 
Smith advanced to third. Unfortunately Guerra was 
out at home base by Pomona’s catcher. Nathan Flores 
(#12) replaced Engman in the batting lineup and 
struck out swinging. 

Ajamian singled up middle next, while Miguel 
advanced to third and both Lindemann and Smith 
scored for the Otters. Martin stepped up to bat next 
and singled to left center, allowing Ajamian to 
advance to third and Miguel to score as well. 

The Broncos had another pitching change with 
Scott Armstrong (#18) replacing Matt Orozco on the 
pitching mound. Rubottom was up to bat next for 
CSUMB but was out after his hit out to center field 
was caught.    

Papas was up to bat first at the top of the ninth for 
Cal Poly. He hit a single out towards third base and 
was able to make it to first base safely. Next up was 
Knowles, who grounded out but allowed Papas to 
advance to second. Cesar Lopez (#5) singled out to 
right field and made it to first base safely. Papas took 
the opportunity and made it home safely to score for 
Cal Poly. 

Nuñez was up at bat next, and hit a double down the 
infield line, giving Lopez the chance to score. The 
Otters had a pitching change after the score, with 
Christian McInerney (#40) replacing Parker Fokken 
(#21) on the pitcher's mound. Lugo went next at bat 
and hit a single out to right center, advancing to first 
and allowing Nuñez to advance to third. 

Next up was Nimeh, who reached first on a fielder's 
choice. Lugo was out at second, but Nuñez (#21) 
managed to make it home safe. In an attempt to 
change pace, CSUMB had another pitcher change, 
Ubaldo Romo (#35) replacing McInerney. Afterwards, 
Nimeh advanced to second on a passed ball. Chaffee 
walked to first base and Watson struck out swinging 
leading the game into the bottom of the ninth inning. 

The Otters tried to respond to the late game scoring 
by the Broncos but unfortunately were not able to put 
any more runs on the board. The game ended with 
6 runs for Cal Poly Pamona and 5 runs for CSUMB. 
The Otters next game is against San Francisco State 
University on March 18. For more information visit 
otterathletics.com.    

Students 
spy goblins 

at CSUMB

Story and photos by Bryan Chavez

Are you interested in the paranormal, occult, and 
anomalies? Well there have been a number of reports 
from students at California State University, Monterey 
Bay claiming to have seen goblins, a sasquatch, and other 
weird occurrences going on around the university. 

Students may have noticed weird chalk doodles around 
main campus, claiming the alleged atrocities these goblins 
have committed and what to do if they run into one. 

Have you witnessed anything strange going on around 
campus? You can direct message your sightings to @
csumb_lore on instagram and follow for more odd 
occurrences.

Infielder Chris Rubottom (#22) attempts to complete an out during March 13 baseball game against Cal Poly Pomona.
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Startup Monterey Bay 
Connect goes in-depth 
on agriculture industry

Story by Ferris Crosby

The institute of the College of Business at California 
State University Monterey Bay’s (CSUMB) Institute 
for Innovation and Economic Development hosted 
Startup Monterey Bay Connect, on Tuesday, March 
7. The Zoom meeting provided opportunities within 
companies as well as space for students to network.

The event started with an introduction from Executive 
Director Brad Barbeau. He introduced the present staff 

- Dan Ripke, Jennifer Kuan, Lynnette Lathrop, Andy 
Rabago, Aliah Ibarra, and Mary Ann De Souza.

Barbeau explained that the agriculture business is a 
major moving force of California’s economy.

“Salinas is home to over $4 billion worth of agriculture 
output each year,” said Barbeau. “We grow 40% of the 
country's strawberries, 70% of the country's lettuce, 
and a whole long list of other specialty crops.” 

Barbeau’s institution, Startup Monterey Bay, aims to 
combat the serious challenges agriculture faces, “from 
labor shortages, water challenges, and a world needing 
to increase food production by at least 50% by 2050.” 

He explained this likely won’t be easy and there are a 
variety of challenges agriculture businesses will need 
to overcome. 

“Less land will be available, we must do this in the face of 
growing populations and rising sea levels,” said Barbeau. 

“It’s gotta be done on the same or less land using fewer 
resources, fewer pesticides, and less labor.”

The first presentation of the night was hosted by Russell 
Cole, CEO of AgXactly. AgXactly won the 2021 Startup 
challenge with it’s system that streamlines data into an 
easy to use interface to help growers reduce crop losses. 

Cole walked attendees through his technology, defining 
its benefit as, “providing multi-sensory data, tracking, and 
analytics. Reporting builds transparency throughout our 
farming organization across multiple fronts.” He also took 
the time to inform attendees he is looking to bring in more 
team members this summer by offering internships. 

Patrick Zelaya, CEO of HeavyConnect, won the 
2016 Startup challenge. His company provides digital 
documentation solutions for the food supply chain to 
manage food safety, worker training, productivity tracking, 
and more. 

Zelaya explained his app as “a simple, intuitive mobile 
app that translates to the language of the user. It works 
offline, a trait critical to the agriculture business, drops 
GPS pins, scans barcodes, and adds context like images to 
what is traditionally documented on paper.” This business 
model was inspired by farmworkers spending extra hours 
processing paperwork that kept them from their families 
after work. 

Farmwise - a company started in 2016 by Jaime 
Eltit - builds innovative systems and processes 
to streamline farm operations and increase food 
production efficiency. One such system is their use 
of data to, “localize each plant and then perform a 
mechanical laceration around that plant to remove 
weeds,” said Eltit. 

Farmwise currently operates as a service, but plans 
to expand the model into a leasing and sales system 
with the new launch of the next generation of 
robotics.

The final presentation of the night was from Fresno 
State Water, Energy and Technology Center (WET), 
an incubator supporting the growth of companies 
invested in 21st century agriculture. Represented 
by the company’s Venture Development Manager, 
Jeff Macon, the presentation centered on how the 
institution assists rising stars in the agritech field, as 
well as the institution's solutions to various water 
related crises. 

Startup Monterey Bay Connect provides resources 
for students looking for work, small businesses 
in need of grants, or for people looking for more 
information around one of the most important fields 
in California. Their next workshop is on Tuesday, 
April 12 and will focus on drones, automation and 
robotic technology.

Otters face off against 
Sunbirds in a close match  
Story by Victoria White
Photos courtesy of Mak Webber

Women's water polo faced off against the Fresno Pacific 
University (FPU) Sunbirds on Saturday, March 12. 
Both teams brought a palpable energy to the Otter Tank 
at California State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB), 
but in the end the Sunbirds persevered with a final 
score of 11-10. 

Shelby Fortune (#15) started the game off strong for 
the Otters, winning the sprint and awarding her team 
the first possession. After a series of shots from both 
teams, FPU’s Camryn Berra (#1A) got called out by 
the official for an exclusion, drawn by CSUMB’s Cali 
Havens (#9), and had to return to FPUs corner. Zoe 
Reid (#12) took the advantage from the exclusion and 
scored a goal for the Otters, getting the first point of the 
game on the board.

 The Sunbirds responded drawing an exclusion of their 
own; Hannah Walker (#16) drew the call against Reid. 
However, Fresno Pacific wasn’t able to make the point 
conversion due to a missed shot by Walker. The next 
possession for the Otters resulted in a goal from Olivia 
Centis (#8), with an assist by Lauren Tang (#13). 

The second period started off with Abigail Summers 
(#14) winning the sprint for CSUMB, beating FPU’s 
Rosemary Chapman (#5) to the ball. Catalina Gillis 
(#2) took a shot at the goal for the Otters but was 
blocked by the Sunbirds goalie Berra. The teams 
battled for the next few possessions, with the stalemate 
being broken by a goal from Amy Zaninovich (#2), 
assisted by Natalie Kisling (#12) for FPU. Wanting to 
carry the scoring momentum forward, Zaninovich fires 
a shot for the Sunbirds. 

However, they were denied by CSUMB’s goalie, 
Megan Taylor (#1).  Their second attempt was good 
and Tatum Benson (#7) added another point on the 
board for the Sunbirds. Another scoring attempt was 
made by Natalie Kisling (#12). This time it was tipped 
away by a field block from the Otters Amanda Bennett 
(#7). The Otters next goal came from Olivia Centis (#8), 
assisted by Gilis. 

The game went into halftime, with the score at 5-7, 
with CSUMB in the lead.

The third period started with the Otters’s Kaitlin 
Rooney (#5) winning the sprint for the ball against the 
Sunbirds’s Kisling. However, CSUMB’s possession 
was short lived with FPU’s Zaninovich stealing the ball. 
Zaninovich passed the ball to her teammate Walker, 
who got the ball in the back of the net, scoring another 
point on the board for the Sunbirds. 

The Otters answered with a goal of their own, by 
Rooney and Centis. A series of shot attempts followed 
from both teams, but FPUs broke the pattern when 
center offensive player Sam Dieterle (#4) put the ball 
in the cage. The rest of third period was a tug of war 
between the Otters and the Sunbirds, neither team 
managing to change the score before the clock expired. 

The fourth period started with FPU breaking CSUMB’s 
sprint win streak. The Sunbirds’s Chapman beat the 
Otters’s Rooney to the ball. The period started with a 
penalty foul against CSUMB’s Haven. FPU’s Emily 
Lopez-Ibarra (#15) took the five-meter attempt and 
scored for the Sunbirds, leaving the game tied at 8 
points for each team. 

With some sense of irony, Lopez-Ibarra was excluded 
next and sent to FPU’s corner, allowing Havens 
to score, breaking the tie in the Otters favor. The 
next scoring opportunity came from The Sunbirds’s 
Chapman who once again tied the game. An exclusion 
was then called, which sent Shelby Fortune (#15) back 
to CSUMB’s corner. This allowed Zaninovich to score 
and break the tie in FPUs favor. Laura Heberle (#6) put 
one in the back of the net for the Otters, bringing the 
game into a tie for the third time. Chapman responded 
seconds later with a goal of her own, launching FPU 
into the lead with 2 minutes left on the clock. 

The rest of the quarter saw CSUMB making multiple 
shot attempts, however none of them seemed to find the 
back of the cage and the game clock expired with FPU 
at 11 points and CSUMB at 10 points. 

The Otters next game is at Biola University on March 
18 at 7 p.m. For more information visit otterathletics.
com. 

CSUMB’s Kaitlyn Rooney (#5) makes a pass at the March 12 water polo game against Fresno Pacific University.
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It Takes Two redefines 
co-op gaming
Story and screenshot by Arianna Nalbach
Illustration by Malia Savella

Released in March 2021, Hazelight Studios’s “It 
Takes Two” took the title of Game of the Year at 
The Game Awards. It also won Best Family Game 
and People’s Choice: Best Multiplayer Game at The 
Game Awards. Since its initial launch, “It Takes Two” 
has been praised for innovative gameplay and unique 
storytelling.  

Unlike most multiplayer games nowadays, “It Takes 
Two” plays like a couch co-op game, despite being 
able to play with a friend online. This introduced a 
new way for people to work collaboratively to solve 
the various puzzles throughout the game.

Additionally, Hazelight Studios doesn’t force both 
parties to purchase the game. If you are playing 
online with a friend, only one person needs to buy 
the game. You can then join them via invite with the 

“It Takes Two” Friend’s Pass, available to download 
for free. 

“It Takes Two” is available on PC, Xbox, and 
Playstation but unfortunately does not offer cross-
platform compatibility.

In “It Takes Two,” you play as Cody and May, a 
couple on the verge of a divorce. Their daughter 
Rose finds out they are planning to divorce and turns 
to Dr. Hakim’s “Book of Love” to help her mom and 
dad stay together. 

This transports the players into a magical world as 
two of Rose’s toys, resembling Cody and May. To 
return to their real bodies, the couple must listen to 
the “Book of Love,” overcome their differences, and 
save their marriage. 

While the story might not be everyone’s cup of 
tea, the design and gameplay are still well worth 
giving the game a playthrough. It is easy to put 
the overarching story to the side and focus on the 
immersive world as you progress through the game.

Each level presents the players with new gameplay 
mechanics and a visually interesting world to 
accompany it. With new mechanics, puzzles, mini-
games, and characters introduced in every level, 
there is never a dull moment in “It Takes Two.” 

There are tons of small details in every world with 
things you can interact with. All these make it fun to 
explore every last inch of the world, to try and find 
every little detail. 

8-Bit

“It Takes Two” also plays very smoothly and has next 
to no bugs. When entering a new level, the game 
introduces the new mechanics fluidly and gives 
players just enough information on how to use new 
tools without spelling out the answers for how to 
solve the puzzles.  

All the puzzles are fun and unique from one another, 
keeping the game from feeling repetitive. 

“It Takes Two” is a relatively short game, with the 
main story taking roughly 10 hours to complete. 
However, with all the different areas to explore and 
mini-games included, you can extend the amount of 
time you get out of the game before running out of 
new things to do.

Overall, “It Takes Two” is absolutely worth picking 
up. It is a short and sweet game, redefining what a 
co-op experience can be. 

Students learn time 
management skills
Story by Daniel Gallo

Students at California State University, Monterey Bay 
(CSUMB) met virtually for the Time Management and 
Study Tips Workshop on March 8. 

Advising generalist Lamberto Figueroa hosted the 
presentation, introducing the various obstacles in daily 
schedules and strategies for success. 

The event started with an icebreaker activity 
where attendees shared their everyday challenges - 
procrastination and distraction were the most common 
amongst the audience. 

Balancing classes, family responsibilities, and 
extracurriculars is stressful without organization. 
Figueroa recommends writing down intended goals in 
advance, waking up equipped to tackle the day. 

Because students carry various responsibilities, creating 
balance is valuable. Limiting the time spent on each 
task ensures that every assignment receives the same 
level of attention, preventing us from falling behind in 
specific courses. 

Figueroa stressed that removing timewasters from your 
environment enhances productivity, keeping your phone 
away during studies, and avoiding multitasking. 

Prioritization can be another helpful tool. Students 
often avoid demanding and urgent work by indulging in 
alternative chores or smaller assignments, but grappling 
with the extensive tasks first leads to better academic 
performance. 

Our environment is pivotal in establishing an efficient 
workflow - for instance turning your desk light on before 
starting an assignment and shutting it off when you 
feel productivity slipping because the brain associates 
surroundings and activities. 

Celebrating can reinforce beneficial habits. This can take 
the form of acknowledging accomplishments, rewarding 
yourself by doing what you enjoy, eating a snack, or 
watching an episode from your favorite series. 

Many CSUMB students are commuters, and Figueroa 
dedicated time to tips for those living far from 
campus. He suggests bringing a lunch, keeping extra 
supplies in the car, and finding a comfortable study 
space. 

Figueroa also suggested students try syncing Google 
Calendar with their CANVAS account and color-code 
their assignments to upgrade their workflow. 

Figueroa concluded the presentation with critical 
takeaways, recognizing good habits, implementing a 
growth mindset, and embracing that change is part of 
the educational process. 

For students looking for additional resources, 
check out the Cooperative Learning Center Peer 
Coaching and receive one-on-one advising and time 
management strategies tailored to you. 
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“What is your favorite place 
on CSUMB campus and why?”
Otter Chatter by Ferris Crosby

Lena Vincent 
Human Communications
Third-Year

“There's these two trees right by the 
OSU, above the Starbucks and up 
the stairs, and they merge into one 
gigantic canopy. At different times 
of day when you walk under it, if 
you look up, the light catches it in a 
cool way. When I walk under it, it’s a 
moment of convergence, where these 
two trees live in harmony entwined 
with each other’s branches, and that’s 
what it’s like here at school, all of us 
coming together.”

“[My] favorite place is the library 
study rooms because they are quiet 
and I can get so much more work 
done than at home.”

Anastasia Hosek
Kinesiology
Fourth-year

“My favorite place on campus is 
definitely the big stairs outside the OSU. 
It's spacey, shaded, and it's awesome 
seeing all the different people passing 
by on campus.”

Jojo Cook
Human Communications
Third-year

Flaco El Jandro defines 
his own style of music
Artist Highlight
Story and photo by Bryan Chavez

Alejandro Gomez (Flaco El Jandro) took interest in 
the music scene at a young age. Gomez’s style of 
music is influenced by reggae, cumbia, some metal 
and indie rock. Now, Gomez is a transfer student, 
studying music at California State University, 
Monterey Bay. 

“Growing up, I was mostly in metal bands,” said 
Gomez. “I was around a lot of metal heads or skaters 
and I also kicked it with neighbors who played more 
paisa music. As I got older, the reggae scene popped 
off around [Salinas] and so that influenced me a lot, 
as the first serious band I started was a reggae band. 
The music I make now is an influence of all those 
styles combined with the music I grew up with from 
my parents and I try to incorporate a little bit of that 
into everything I do.”

As a Salinas native, Gomez finds it important to 
continue to represent his hometown as he feels other 
successors from the area don’t. 

“The scenes that I’ve seen happen throughout the 
time have been so interesting to me and I’ve been a 
part of a lot of really cool communities in Salinas,” 
said Gomez. “For me, to continue to grow as an 
artist and branch outside of where I'm from, to not 
acknowledge that, I feel, would be selfish on my part. 
It's influenced so much of my artistry and personality. 
It's always gonna be a part of me even if I don't talk 
about it, but I'm gonna keep talking about it.”

Prior to going by his solo act Flaco El Jandro, he was 
a part of a few bands - from a ska punk band called 
Da Dog, to a more roots reggae with cumbia and 
salsa band, Dreaded Nights. 

As much as he loved working in a group, Gomez had 
so many ideas that he only trusted himself create. 

“Once I started learning how to produce my own music 
and how to compose and play different instruments, the 
more I started to realize I could do a lot of it myself 
and treat a band as secondary to my music,” he said. 

“Especially over the course of the pandemic when I 
really couldn’t get together with anybody, I was like, 
now more than ever, I [have] to rely on myself more 
than I could rely on other people.”

Since the start of his music career, Gomez has dabbled 
in writing in a lot of different styles, pulling inspiration 
from old school boleros and artists like Trio Los 
Panchos, Agustín Lara or Joan Sebastian. Gomez 
credits these songwriters as the greatest because of the 
very simple yet relatable nature of their lyrics. 

“You could put them in any context, any genre, and it 
sounds good,” Gomez said. “That's why people cover 
Joan Sebastian songs in banda, cumbias, [and] rock 

songs. It transcends genre because the songs are so 
good. That's what I try to do when I write songs [so] 
the heart of the song is still there and that’s really 
what's gonna shine through everything else.”

The main theme of the music meant to connect 
to listeners is the idea of the human experience - 
everybody experiences some form of a relationship, 
depression, happiness - all the emotions that make us 
human. 

Gomez’s music is an attempt to connect to people 
with pieces of his story, feelings, and roots as a 
Mexican American. “I talk about identity crisis a 
lot,” he said. “I was born here but my parents are 
from Michoacan, Mexico so [I had] two pieces of 
[different] cultures that came together … there's tons 
of people that experience that same thing. It doesn't 
get talked about a lot.”
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Can you unscramble these 
space-related words to reveal 
their true meaning?

Answers:

Stars, Sun, Asteroid, 
Venus, Mars, Planets, 

Astronomy, Galaxy, 
Comet, Constellation 

Patch Works Photos by
Paloma Ronquillo

California State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB) students gathered in the Cypress 
Hall kitchen on March 9 to decorate their clothes with fun patches. The event was a 
continuation of the lab coat decorating event, held in February. Dakota Nance helped 
attendees pick out patches and iron them onto their clothes. 


